
The GTS HMC9000-Li(24) battery powers some of the most popular enterprise 
mobile devices in the country! These devices are critical to your success.
Employees rely on them to perform a wide range of essential scanning and 
mobile computing tasks.

Increase Your Productivity!
Use the GTS HMC9000-Li(24) Battery

Your hand-held mobile devices are so central to
your minute-by-minute operations that you probably 
don’t even think about them—until one stops 
working because of a dead battery. Then it’s a 
disaster. You need a battery you depend on for 
fullshift performance, day-in and day-out.

The GTS HMC9000-Li(24) Battery increases your 
productivity by lasting a full shift, when other 
batteries fall short!

GTS Batteries—Proven Performance
Following are two case study examples of major 
companies who increased their productivity and 
reduced their operating costs by switching to GTS 
HMC9000-Li(24) batteries.

Case 1: A Leading National Grocery Store Chain 
Maximizes their Efficiency with GTS

A leading grocery retailer had 45,000 mobile 
devices. They were experiencing productivity issues 
with their devices in that their batteries were not 
lasting for a full shift. They turned to GTS for help. 
GTS supplied them with GTS HMC9000-Li (24) 
batteries to test.

Customer tests proved the GTS HMC9000-Li(24) 
provided 150 minutes of additional runtime per 
shift—2 ½ hours longer!
This increase in battery runtime allowed the 
retailer’s workforce to complete their tasks during
their work shift without interruption.

The result was greater employee productivity, 
reduced cost, and an improvement in worker moral 
and attitude.

Improved Logistics/Space Utilization
Another challenge for this national grocery chain 
was their lack of space for charging infrastructure in
their stores. They didn’t have enough outlets to fit 
all the chargers they needed in their limited space. 
Adding the required extra outlets would have been 
costly and time-consuming.

Again, GTS came up with a solution, creating a new 
charger for the HMC9000’s that offered 50% 
additional charging capabilities in the same amount 
of space. Instead of purchasing four 4-bay chargers, 
they were able to purchase only three GTS Batteries 
6-bay chargers. And the GTS 6-slot chargers fit in 
the same space as the 4- bay units! The result was a 
1/3rd reduction in the number of chargers they 
needed to purchase, and GTS eliminated the need 
for them to undertake costly rewiring.
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This customer has purchased over 20,000 HMC9000 
batteries from GTS Batteries, which has improved 
their operational efficiency, lowered their expenses, 
and delivered a better return on their investment.

Case 2: A National Office Supply Retailer Extends 
Battery Runtime with GTS

A leading office supply retailer had over 5000 
mobile devices in use in their distribution centers. 
They were experiencing runtime issues and not 
making it through a full shift, leading to costly work 
stoppages and reduced worker productivity.

They asked GTS to analyze their situation and 
provide a solution. GTS provided them with 
HMC9000-Li(24) batteries and they compared them 
head-to-head against their current batteries.

The GTS HMC9000-Li(24) battery lasted 110 
minutes—almost two hours!— longer.

GTS batteries consistently show lower
(better) internal AC impedance characteristics 
than other batteries, in tests by independent labs. 
This means our batteries have a greater flow 
of electrical current (more power) over the life 
of the battery.

In addition, GTS batteries use superior materials 
and construction like extra cell top (donut) 
insulation at the cell positives and tape to protect 
against shorting. The lower impedance and better 
construction/materials lead to longer battery life, 
resulting in the need to purchase fewer batteries 
over the life of the device.

The national office supply retailer was convinced 
and they immediately began using GTS HMC9000-
Li(24) batteries. By switching to GTS Batteries, this 
retailer was able to increase the runtime and 
reliability of their mobile devices, which reduced 
their operating costs and improved their 
productivity.

Power up with GTS Batteries
As the trusted expert in mobile power technology, 
GTS is committed to providing the highest quality 
products and services for professional mobile 
devices. Our products are trusted by millions of 
public safety, military, government, and business 
professionals worldwide.


